Players:
✔ Ages 2 and up
✔ Individuals or groups

Game Setup
✔ Before the first game, print all five sheets.
✔ Fold each sheet along the solid blue line in the middle like a greeting card, with the graphics facing out.
✔ Tape the card together on the inside with double-sided tape or rolled up tape to form a flash card.
✔ Scramble the order of the cards.
✔ Flip over cards so all five are graphic-side up (number side should not be seen).

Let’s Play!
1. Have children identify what is happening in each graphic, with either words or hand gestures.
2. Have children arrange cards in order from beginning to end (i.e., Step 1, Step 2...).
3. Once the children are satisfied with the order of the cards, flip the cards over to see how they did!
4. Let them practice what they learned!
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Handwashing Flash Cards

Building Blocks of Healthy Child Care
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